7th Grade Language Arts 7 Scope and Sequence

1-5. Poetry, literary devices
6-21. Spelling
25-26. Writing, essay on “who I want to be president”; dialog
27. Grammar “daily edit”
28. Writing, newspaper advertisement
29-30. Grammar “daily edit” and game
31. Writing, essay on “my first move as president of the world”
32-33. Grammar “daily edit”
34. Writing, friendly letter
35. Grammar “daily edit” and game
36-45. Writing, five paragraph essay; design t-shirt; book summary
43-44. Grammar, parts of speech
46. Spelling, possessives and plurals
48. Writing, summary
50. Writing, plot summary for an unwritten sequel of favorite book
51. Spelling
52. Grammar, parts of speech
53. Spelling
54. Grammar, parts of speech
55. Writing, for fifteen minutes
56-57. Spelling
58-59. Grammar, gerunds
60-65. Writing, for fifteen minutes; rewrite book ending; book report
66. Spelling
67-69. Grammar, punctuation, capitalization; participles
70. Writing/Grammar, short story with gerunds and participles
71. Grammar, nouns
72-85. Writing, descriptive essay with metaphors, similes, and vivid descriptions; good word choice and sentence type; editing and correcting
76. Spelling
77-79. Grammar “daily edit”
81. Grammar, subjects and verbs
86-95. Writing, compare and contrast essay
86. Spelling
87. Grammar, parts of speech
89-90. Grammar, nouns
92-100. Grammar, proofreading; pronouns; review
97-102. Writing, organizing your writing, voice, word choice, improving sentences, book report
103. Spelling
104-105. Grammar, plurals and possessives
106. Spelling
107-110. Writing, ship’s captain log entries
107-109. Grammar, apostrophes, word choice

111. Spelling

112. Grammar, possessives

113. Writing, for ten minutes

114. Grammar, possessives

115. Writing, for ten minutes

116. Grammar, possessives

117-120. Writing, two essays of the same thing from different points of view

121-130. Spelling

131. Grammar, infinitives

132-133. Spelling

134. Grammar, gerunds and infinitives

135-136. Writing, a song, sentence types

137-139. Grammar, participle phrases

140. Writing, essay on “which 12 people I would heal”

141. Spelling

142-150. Virginia State Testing

151. Spelling

152-180. Writing, writing your own novel; language arts worksheets from *The King Will Make a Way*, with genre, metaphors, protagonist and antagonist, conflict, characters, setting, exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, resolution, outlining, foreshadowing, dialog, anthropomorphism, lie vs. lay, editing, personification, alliteration, onomatopoeia